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Accurate information on size, appearance, habitat, and known ranges and full-color illustrations
constitute a complete guide to more than fifteen hundred native and naturalized species

About the AuthorRichard wright (1908-1960) is the author of "Native Son", the first novel by an
African American to be featured as a Main Selection of the Book-of-the-Month Club, "The
Outsider", "The Long Dream", and many other works.
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GJS, “A lot of info in a small package. Price and size are what makes this guide so great. It
provides a good overview of the wildflowers of North America in a very portable format.The
small size, however, means that the illustrations are not as large or detailed as we would prefer. It
also limits the amount of specific information that can be included. We recently relocated to the
Pacific Northwest and have found region-specific books (particularly from Lone Pine Publishers)
to be superb. If you live in the Pacific Northwest, I recommend three books published by
Hancock House, one of which is titled "Northwest Coastal Wildflowers." We use this color-
coded guide far more than the Golden Field Guide simply because it is specific to our local
ecosystem. We have identified every flower found using the Hancock guide.That said, I
recommend this as a great resource at a very good price.”

Jan King, “Great reference guide.. This Golden Book is packed full of information about
wildflowers! I have many reference books on wildflowers and this is my go to guide. Tons of pics
(drawings) but very accurately drawn. Gives me the info I need to identify flowers in my
wanderings. It's also very well organized.”

Robin L. Dole, “Great resource book for my purse or vehicle. Great resource book for my purse
or vehicle. Good, clear, colored photos really help in identification. This is replacing an older
version of the same book I had, but the binding fell apart and I've lost a few pages. Love it and
travel with it all the time!”

oliver h johnson, “Five Stars. I love this field guide it was well worth the buy”

C. S. Nolan, “See what they are as you walk. It is such a small book to have so much colored
information.  You can carry it along with you as you walk”

mookzmom, “Great resource!. This is a fairly old book, but still has many valid observations. If I
could suggest anything, it'd be to have photographs of the plants instead of drawings. I think I
paid an extremely good price for this book (used), and would buy it again if I lost the one I had.”

Ebook Library Reader, “excellent. This book was very informative but I wish it would have listed
the flowers in color groupings for easier reference. The seller shipped this item very quickly and
it was in excellent condition. Something I always appreciate!”

The book by Nathaniel Altman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 60 people have provided feedback.
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